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About This Content

The long wait is finally over - PAYDAY: The Game Soundtrack is available for purchase! Immerse yourself in the world of
PAYDAY by listening to the adrenaline pumping tunes of our favorite career criminals Dallas, Hoxton, Chains and Wolf.

We’ve held back on nothing in this release – it’s total OVERKILL! This is without a doubt the definitive PAYDAY soundtrack
digital download and it includes the following:

All 17 tracks in high quality MP3 format

All 17 tracks in superior quality Wave format

All 17 tracks without sound effects in both MP3 and Wave format

All new Venetian mask pack – if you have both PAYDAY and its soundtrack on your Steam account you get four new
and unique in-game masks!

Music remix material so that you can make your own remixes of select PAYDAY tracks!

So are you sure you can grasp all of this!? Because we’re not sure you can! We repeat: You get high quality MP3 files ready for
your MP3 player! You also get lossless Wave versions so that you can convert them to any audio format you like!

On top of that, there are sound effect free versions of all tracks for those who enjoy the music more that way (or if you want to
use the music in your YouTube PAYDAY gameplay video)! And, as if that wasn’t enough you get a set of four new masks
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inspired by a time when art ruled!
And finally: You get remix material (separate bass lines, guitar riffs, synth leads and effects) for several of the tracks! If this
isn’t an ambitious release then we don’t know what is! Still, the download doesn’t cost more than HALF what a regular album

costs (without these bells and whistles) on your digital music distribution service of choice.

Track list (total running time approx. 58 minutes):

"Breaking News" (soundtrack exclusive track)

"Gun Metal Grey" (Theme from First World Bank)

"Double Cross" (Theme from Heat Street)

"Home Invasion" (Theme from Counterfeit)

"Busted" (Heist Failed)

"Stone Cold" (Theme from Green Bridge)

"Three Way Deal" (Theme from Undercover)

"Phoney Money" (Theme from Panic Room part 1)

"The Take" (Theme from Panic Room part 2)

"See You at the Safe House" (Heist Successful)

"Crime Wave" (Theme from Slaughterhouse)

"Breach of Security" (Theme from Diamond Heist)

"Code Silver" (Theme from No Mercy)

"Criminal Intent"(Main Menu)

"Preparations" (Load-out Menu)

"I Will Give You My All" by Simon Viklund

"Payday for You and Me" feat. Shawn Davis with band
The Soundtrack will be placed in your PAYDAY: The Heist folder in the Steam Directory:
…Steam\steamapps\common\PAYDAY The Heist\Soundtrack
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Has promise and glimpses of glory, but in the end it falls short.

Compared to Farming Simulator 15, it has some wonderful bright spots that were enough to keep me playing it for awhile. The
brightest spots were that you start off as a small farm, with minimal buildings that you can upgrade. For example, you cannot
start off storing just all the grain you want of any type, you start off with wheat storage, and have to build bins for the rest and
can upgrade them to hold more capacity. The rest of the buildings work in a similar fashion.

The other biggest selling point is you start off as a novice farmer with poor skills. There is a category for just about everything,
and as you perform each skill, such as harvesting, you become better at harvesting making your combine perform with less grain
loss. You get similar bonuses for each other category.

Farm Expert has a few other minor improvements over Farming Simulator. It feels like a bit more of a simulation. It actually
shows you climbing up your tractor instead of magically appearing inside it as you do with Farming Simulator. In Farm Expert,
you also cannot jump out of your tractor when it is moving. There are other little things too, like you actually have to go to a
store to buy seed\/fertilizer for your farm storage instead of always having an endless supply at your farm. Also, in Farm Expert
you can actually miss the wagon and dump your entire combine load on the ground. Farming Simulator 15 will not let you make
this mistake. Another nice feature is when plowing, it actually shows furrows in the field, and you can actually plow with a
wheel in the furrow and it tilts the tractor at an angle as it would in real life. It also has realistic detection for the ground you are
working in a field. In Farm Simulator, even if you drive in a crazy curvy circle around the field, the ground you work shows up
behind you in either a straight line across the field, perpendicular, or a 45 degree angle in between. With Farm Expert, it
actually shows the curves while working the ground and that made me giddy.

At this point, it actually sounds like an amazing game, and it would be, but then you start to notice the problems. Like when I go
to put down my cultivator at the main farm on the concrete pad, as I lower it before detaching, I see the blades disappear under
the concrete. Then I look over at my plow, and it is also slightly sitting below the concrete. There are some other physics
problems too. Like when I parked my tractor at the edge of the field while harvest, parallel to the field, it slid sideways very
slowly and ended up in the middle of the field by the time I was done harvesting. There was barely any slope at all to the field. I
actually thought it was flat until this started to happen and then I noticed the slight grade.

It is more than just that mistake too. While plowing slightly downhill, if you stop with the plow still in the ground, the tractor
still rolls forward at a noticeable speed. This is very troubling because in real life, it would have to be a very, very steep slope for
this to happen, probably something like a black or double black diamond ski slope. Maybe even steeper. It does this for all
equipment, not just a plow. There is something very wrong with the physics engine in this game.

Another minus for this game is the lack of major equipment brands, but this might not bother you so much. They do have some
minor brands, but for some, like the base combine you can buy, it is generic green with no brand name on it at all. I was so
happy about the other features of this game that I overlooked this aspect of the game until other problems started to show.

Overall, it is a good game, and if they continue to make improvements and possible fix the physics, it would be an amazing
game. However Farming Simulator 15 is already a better game, and without the wonderful community of mod support that
Farming Simulator 15 has, I just cannot recommend Farm Expert 2016.
. When I installed the DLC on the already installed main game, every aspect of my progression has been erased without any
explanation. I have to unlock everything again. A first word problem, yeah still, it's worth notifying.

Now, if I understand well, this pack automatically unlocks free hovercars . Cool.

But it could have been cooler to actually make these car behave differently because of that trait, instead of just removing the
wheels on the sprite of the regular cars and slightly tweaking the perfs. There is still much potential for this game, both for the
team to make money, and for the fun playing! I really would want the devs to consider bringing us more DLC...

PS: I'm still waiting for my DLC with thematic tracks ;)
(--> examples given in my review for the main game).. A familiar face appears again! It's crazy just how good Commodore 64
games still hold gamers interest after 30+ years. Easy to play, difficult to master, fun and frustrating, this game has all the
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qualities that lets gamers of all ages and mastery enjoy. Glad to see that these games are still enjoyed today.. I am completely in
love with the characters in this game (bar the obvious antagonists who are meant to be unlikeable
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665s, I'm sure). I really enjoyed the interactions you can have with the love
interests, as well as the scenes with Licia and Rene (who, by the way, are the nicest female characters in a BL game ever, since
most in these kinds of games end up being rivals). If given the option, I would have even attempted to romance Licia, for sure.
The only issues with this game for me are the jealousy scenes because I love all the love insterests so much that choosing one
over the other is kind of heartbreaking for me (especially since I triggered all of them every time)... also a little disappointed at
the lack of smut but that's more my personal issue, rather than the games.  I'm a
smut\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665whoops
I would definitely recommend the game to someone else. I'd definitely enjoy more games like this in the future... and would
100% purchase possible story-related DLC for this game.. so far this is pretty much useless, however i have hope that the
developers will be able to improve it.
here are a few things i would like to see.
-map editor and ability to import custom props\/maps
-ability to use mp3 files for audio
-ability to control camera movement
-ability to take screenshots
-option to render video and save it (for use as youtube intro)
-performace improvements
-option to change resolution
-options for youtube intro's

i will keep the software and hopefully over time the developers can improve it.
if they can do all the things listed above and more this software would be absolutely brilliant and they will be able to sell lots
more copys of it. but we will just have to wait and see. i would reccomend buying this until the devs improve it, there is a lot of
work yet to be done.
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Great TD game for the price. Pretty challenging if you're going for 3-stars on hard!. Honestly, yeah it's hard AF. but that's the
point. I love it! Keep it up!. This is a way overpriced updated version of Harpoon. I really like the game but in todays market it
just doesnt seem right to pay 20 bucks for a campaign, which is all you get here. You can play any part of the campaign which is
nice, but weapons miss/failure rate is depressing. This game also comes with a bunch of scenerios but you cant play them
without dropping an extra $90 on it. So dont waste your $20. Pay the $90 for command modern air if you are thinking about
trying this game. Just keep in mind there is no graphics - which doesnt bother me, i like strategic games. I wont pay the $90, that
is way too much for a game with no graphics. If i had to do it over again, i wouldnt pay more than $7 for it, and i wont pay more
than $25 for the real game.. just dont buy this game, physics are crap, ai is not bad but aint intelligent. it is a very dissapointing
title. Remarkable game, great soundtrack, combines old school zelda-level adventuring with binding of isaac bullet hell enemies.
Impressive world design and definitely shows how much work the devs put into it, this game is a must own for anyone who
enjoys zelda-style adventure and exploration.

PLEASE play this game, we need more of this!. Unfortunately I could only recommend the game to the most diehard fans of
the originals. The game has several cool features, but it ends up losing a lot of fun factor to poor UI and some highly tedious
elements.

+Graphics and environments are well done, dungeons are interesting and adventure/GM text is fun
+Good variety of classes, skills, and spells
+Ability to customize your own party of up to 6 characters
+Management of party health on several levels including HP, starvation, thirst, warmth for the winter, etc.
+Tactical battles, ability to automate/accelerate battles

-World outside feels dead; can't talk to people, look inside boxes/barrels, or interact with much of anything, no visible enemies.
You will sadly miss almost nothing just by walking around in map mode and ignoring the 3D environments.
-Travel between towns can be very painstaking; sometimes going through 20 or more camp/resting screens with little or no
activity. Worse, most towns have little/nothing to offer and you cannot fast travel or even queue travel past 1 town.
-Poor descriptions on items and equipment; likely to have unlisted class restrictions
-Failure chances for attacks and spells are so high most battles, especially early, every action taken feels like punishment
-Most game time will be spent walking or sleeping. It is as exciting as it sounds.
. This game looks really good for something that is free but unfortunately at this point in time its not compatible with the latest
AMD drivers.

UPDATE (6/08/2014): Because the issue lies with AMD and not with the game itself I'd say give the game a go. I still can't
write a good review nor reccomend the game since I can't play it. Good luck to the developers and if this issue is ever fixed I'll
certainly try this out.

- I'll post a better review if they ever get the game working with the AMD drivers
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